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Abstract: Computer science studies offer a number of programming courses. Previous research, mostly concentrated on
object-oriented programming, has shown that students face various obstacles in learning programming languages, which
resulted in suggestions for improving teaching process in this field. Logic programming, belonging to a different,
declarative programming paradigm, has been researched to a smaller extent, although it raises even bigger challenges
for both students and teachers. Students are recommended to first acquire knowledge in formal logic, and then to learn
how to apply that knowledge in logic programming. This paper addresses teaching formal logic and especially logic
programming. As a first step in initiative for its improvement, an overview of existing logic programming teaching
resources is made, with the emphasis on freely available online courses, materials and tools.
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1. INTRODUCTION

2. TEACHING FORMAL LOGIC

In a number of programming courses in computer science
studies students have opportunity to learn various
programming languages belonging to different
programming paradigms. Most of those languages belong
to object-oriented programming (OOP) paradigm or
support multiple paradigms, one of them often being OOP.
Logic programming languages that belong to declarative
programming paradigm are also an essential part of
computer science studies, especially those oriented
towards artificial intelligence or databases.

We don't claim that knowledge of formal logic is necessary
to successfully solve problems within the context of the
logic programming paradigm, nor do we claim that such
knowledge is sufficient - but we do claim that it is, without
doubt, desirable. Independent of us being conscious of this,
our cognitive abilities after a certain age contain not only
elements of reasoning in first order theories, with first order
logic as a basic system of logic, but elements of higher
order logic as well, which includes reasoning about
knowledge, reasoning about reasoning about knowledge…
These aspects of logical reasoning are the subject of the
theory of multi-agent systems, very well and very
comprehensively presented in [1].

Problems connected both to teaching and learning
programming in general and especially for OOP or
multiple paradigm languages have been researched
extensively for decades, which resulted in various teaching
and learning proposals and freely available online
resources. Logic programming (LP) courses are not that
numerous and hence problems in teaching and learning this
paradigm have not been researched to sucha an extent.
Therefore, the goal of this paper is to present an overview
of currently available free online resources that will show
possibilites for improvements in the process of teaching
and learning LP.
This paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 explains the
importance of formal logic in everyday life and gives an
example of teaching formal logic and logical reasoning
based in virtual environment. In Chapter 3 we discuss
problems and available resources for programming
education in general and LP and in Chapter 4 we give an
overview of availability of various online resources for LP
divided into four groups: specialized educational websites,
course resources at educational institutions, logic
programming tools and other resources. We conclude the
paper in Chapter 5.

An example of everyday behaviour in which the
participants, if even unconsciously (implicitly), reason in
the logic of the second and higher orders, is street crossing
behaviour related to traffic lights. In short, the situation
looks like this: The driver and the pedestrian know the
meaning of the traffic lights, but that in itself doesn't suffice
to guarantee safe traffic. When e.g. the pedestrian wouldn't
know that the driver is aware of the meaning of the traffic
lights, he possibly wouldn't dare to cross the street crossing
when the green light tells him it is safe to do so. Or, when
the driver would know that the pedestrian doesn't know that
he knows the meaning of traffic lights, he would try to
signalize this in a way, which could be interpreted by the
pedestrian in an intended or in an unintended way, which
would again have further consequences for the behaviour
of the participants.
Teaching exact sciences such as mathematics is often done
using “examples”. These “examples” are in their essence
models of abstract theories in which variables of different
types are substituted with their “values” (to be more

precise, their interpretations or models). As these
“examples”, in difference to the theories themselves, have
“content” that is conceptually closer to students'
understanding, “examples” can (and the practice shows
they very often do) considerably facilitate conceptual
acquiring of corresponding theories.
When we are talking about teaching formal logic, then, if
we were to apply principles we presented above, it would
be logical to pursue it with some of the formal logic system
models as its object domain (considering the fact that
formal logic systems have very well developed model
theory). Here we will mention the Tarski's World
environment, named by the famous Polish mathematician
and logician Alfred Tarski.
The problem environment consists of a “chessboard” onto
which regularly 1shaped geometrical objects are placed
(Image 1). The meaning of the predicates used to build
formulas is obvious from their names [2], as is seen in
Image 2, and they are applied in the same manner in logic
programming.
Teaching formal logic is done through interaction with
computer during which the initial assumption of the player
(student) is verified in relation to the truthfulness of the
formulas presenting statements (claims) about a given
model. Under the assumption that the initial claim
contained in the formula put by the player was false, her
opponent (the computer) will unmistakably show it to be
so. The player will then learn to reason better, based on the
experience of her mistakes. If the opposite is the case, the
computer will try to “deflect” the player from logically
valid reasoning and again point out to the errors.

Image 2: Predicates of the Tarski’s World environment 3

3. PROGRAMMING EDUCATION
Since programming is a very popular and promising field
of study, there has been a lot of research regarding its
teaching and learning with various proposals of support to
this process. Here we shall give just a short overview of
this research regarding problems as well as improvement
proposals for teaching and learning programming in
general and logic programming specifically.

Programming education in general

Image 1: The graphical interface of the Tarski’s World 2
A new advance in the same paradigm of teaching formal
logic is apparent in the implementation of theories of
logical reasoning on temporal-spatial structures, developed
in the work of G. Ligozat [3], P. Cabalar i P. E. Santos [4]
and other authors. A developed formal frame (a theory) for
reasoning on temporal-spatial structures and relations
enables the formalization and solving of logical puzzles.
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https://ggweb.gradegrinder.net/tarskisworld
Source:
https://ggweb.gradegrinder.net/tarskisworld/features;jsessionid=
47CE24A1A8A866CA388A51BE814CB798
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As in other fields of study, students face various obstacles
when learning programming languages. There has been a
substantial research regarding those obstacles both for
teaching and learning. Three decades ago, difficulties in
this process were emphasized in [5] with an overview of
new ideas to overcome them. New research shows that
those difficulties still haven't been solved [6]. Large
research with over 500 students and teachers regarding
course contents and course materials has shown that most
difficulties refer to the practical parts of courses [7] and
other research confirmed the importance of problem
solving knowledge [8], examples and practical work [9].
OOP and procedural programming [10] or only OOP [11]
were for the most the focus of the research. A number of
authors propose visualisation [9][10][11] as a possible
method for improving of teaching and learning process in
programming education. A short overview of types of
auxiliary tools can be found in [12] and an extensive review
of research on the subject in [13].
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Source: D.Barker-Plummer, J. Barwise and J. Etchemendy,
“Tarski's World: Revised and Expanded”, Stanford: Center for
the Study of Language and Inf, 2007, pp. 92.

Considering online resources for programming, there are
various websites with mostly interactive programming
lessons, some freely available and some with monthly
subscription, for example Codecademy4, Treehouse5,
Coursera6, edX7 or MIT OpenCourseWare8. All of them
offer lessons for several or more programming languages
mostly aimed at web or database development or
supporting multiple programming paradigms. Of course,
many universities have openly available materials for their
courses online. Hence both tool and online support for
programming education in general is substantial.

Logic programming education
According to our experience in teaching logic
programming, students in those courses face even bigger
obstacles, because methods of solving problems are
different than in other programming paradigms that they
usually learn earlier, although early research also shows the
problem in understanding how such system operates when
LP is chosen as introductory course in high school [14].
Difficulties with examples used and reasoning in learning
logic programming have been identified with Prolog
programming language as the example [15] as well as
issues with problem solving [16].
Research has shown that various approaches to teaching LP
are used [17]. There has also been a number of suggestions
how to improve teaching and learning of logic
programming, for example (historically):


to clearly address misconceptions caused by prior
experience with different programming paradigms
[18]



to create a competitive environment [19]



to put in focus algorithm development [16]



to use drawing an analogy between LP and natural
language argumentation texts within linguistics
studies [20]

Tools developed for teaching purposes include competition
framework based on Ataxx game [19], MeLoISE platform
that uses specific scenario tasks in a collaborative visual
interface [21] and online development environment
specifically for Answer Set Programming [22].
Online resources are also less available than for
programming in general. For example, none of above
mentioned websites doesn’t offer lessons for logic
programming. Situation is somewhat better with freely
available online materials for university courses. In
general, LP has been researched to a lesser extent and much
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https://www.codecademy.com/
https://teamtreehouse.com/
6 https://www.coursera.org/
7 https://www.edx.org/
8 http://ocw.mit.edu/index.htm
9 https://www.udacity.com/
10 https://www.futurelearn.com/
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12 https://www.openlearning.com/
13 https://www.open2study.com/
14 https://www.khanacademy.org/
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less tool and online support for teaching and learning
process is available.

4. ONLINE TEACHING RESOURCES FOR
LOGIC PROGRAMMING
Overview of online teaching resources for logic
programming represents initial research about available
online materials for introductory and general courses and it
includes specialized educational websites, course
resources at educational institutions, logic programming
tools and other resources. The goal was to find where and
to what extent online resources for LP can be found.

Specialized educational websites
There are many educational websites today that offer
courses on one or more various subjects. For logic
programming subject we examined well known general
providers of Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) and
websites offering programming education specifically.
MOOC providers offer courses and specializations for
various subjects from different universities and
organizations for free or for a fee. Most known and popular
MOOC providers are Coursera, edX, Udacity9,
FutureLearn10,
OpenClassrooms11,
OpenLearning12,
13
14
Open2Study and KhanAcademy . We examined them
with keywords: “logic programming”, “logic” (in case
logic programming didn’t offer any results) and “Prolog”
as a representative programming language. Although
analysis shows that programming in general is a subject
that has more courses than any other 15, there were no
courses as a result for the searched keywords, with the
exception of just one course offered by Coursera titled
“Introduction to Logic”.
Websites that offer only programming education include:
Codecademy, Treehouse, Code Avengers16, Code
School17, CodeHS18, freeCodeCamp19, Landofcode20, and
PVT21. They offer no courses connected to LP, logic or
Prolog, which can also be seen in the comparison of several
online resources for learning programming22.

Course materials at educational institutions
Various educational institutions offer logic programming
courses. Some of them have options for free or payed
access to online courses or their materials (with or without
certificates and credits) and others just publish online
materials for regular courses.
Several well-known universities offer online courses or
their materials. MIT is the most known for publishing their
course materials online and making them freely available
15

http://www.onlinecoursereport.com/state-of-the-mooc-2016a-year-of-massive-landscape-change-for-massive-open-onlinecourses/
16 https://www.codeavengers.com/
17 https://www.codeschool.com/
18 https://codehs.com/
19 https://www.freecodecamp.com/
20 http://landofcode.com/
21 http://pvtuts.com/
22 http://www.hongkiat.com/blog/sites-to-learn-coding-online/

on MIT OpenCourseWare website. A search showed that
LP is just one of topics in available course about
programming languages and that also some information
about it can be found among formerly used materials for
other course. Also, there are three courses about logic and
none about Prolog. Materials are available as lecture notes,
video or audio lectures, assignments, projects, exams and
tools, depending on the course. Stanford23 offers online
courses in the same manner as MOOCs, in our field of
interest just two about logic, one of which is also offered at
Coursera. Berkley24 offers course materials up to Spring
2015 (new courses are on edX), but no courses on logic
programming. Harvard25 offers several free online courses
and others for a fee, but also none for LP. Yale26 and
UCLA27 also don’t offer any online courses and Carnegie
Mellon offers one course on logic28. Open University29,
although specialized for distance learning, also doesn’t
offer any such courses.



Technical University of Dresden38 - lecture slides,
tutorials, literature information



The University of Texas at Dallas39 - literature and
software information

Even though there are no online courses for logic
programming, many universities offer such courses in their
study programs with materials available online. Image 3
shows one of those course pages. Several examples with
notes on freely available online materials are:


The University of Edinburgh30 - lecture slides, several
lecture videos from previous years, programming
coursework, tutorials with solutions, old exams,
literature and software information and link to online
book



University of Kent - only course description,
possibly due to the start of the course this Fall



York University 32 – only course description, possibly
due to the start of the course this Fall, 4-year old
lecture slides, assignments, literature and software
information33



KTH Royal Institute of Technology34,35 - two courses
(basic and advanced), only course description, links to
course pages with no information, possibly due to the
start of the courses this Fall

31



RWTH Aachen36 - extensive course script, lecture
notes and slides, exercises with solutions, old exams
with solutions, literature and software information



University of Bonn37 - lecture slides, assignments with
solutions, literature and software information
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http://online.stanford.edu/courses
http://webcast.berkeley.edu/
25 http://www.extension.harvard.edu/academics/online-campuscourses
26 http://oyc.yale.edu/
27 https://www.uclaextension.edu/
28 http://oli.cmu.edu/learn-with-oli/see-our-free-open-courses/
29 http://www.open.edu/openlearn/free-courses
30 http://www.inf.ed.ac.uk/teaching/courses/lp/
31 https://www.kent.ac.uk/courses/modules/module/CO884
32 http://lassonde.yorku.ca/course-directory/eecs-3401-300
33 http://www.eecs.yorku.ca/course_archive/2012-13/F/3401/
34 http://www.kth.se/student/kurser/kurs/ID1213?l=en
35 http://www.kth.se/student/kurser/kurs/ID2213?l=en
36 http://verify.rwth-aachen.de/lp15/
37 https://sewiki.iai.uni-bonn.de/teaching/lectures/alp/2016/start
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Image 3: LP course page from University of Bonn

Logic Programming Tools
For many courses the main language for teaching logic
programming is Prolog, a language that is also specified
with two ISO standards: ISO/IEC 13211-1:1995 (general
core) and ISO/IEC 13211-2:2000 (modules). There are
various tools developed for programming with Prolog that
are freely available and open source with extensive
tutorials and online community. Mostly used are: SWIProlog40, Visual Prolog41, Ciao42, GNU Prolog43 and
XSB44. Strawberry Prolog45 offers a light version for free,
and SICStus46 offers evaluation version.

Other Resources
Various other resources for LP can be found on the
Internet, including private web pages and blogs. They vary
from simple introduction information47,48 to web
tutorials49,50 and wiki pages with a large amount of
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https://iccl.inf.tu-dresden.de/web/Foundations_of_Logic_
Programming_(WS2015)
39 http://www.utdallas.edu/~gupta/courses/lp/
40 http://www.swi-prolog.org/
41 http://www.visual-prolog.com/
42 http://ciao-lang.org/
43 http://www.gprolog.org/
44 http://xsb.sourceforge.net/
45 http://www.dobrev.com/
46 https://sicstus.sics.se/
47 https://bernardopires.com/2013/10/try-logic-programming-agentle-introduction-to-prolog/
48 http://users.isy.liu.se/johanl/yalmip/pmwiki.php?n=
Category.LogicProgramming
49 https://www.cpp.edu/~jrfisher/www/prolog_tutorial/
contents.html
50 http://kti.mff.cuni.cz/~bartak/prolog/

information and links, such as Formal Methods Wiki 51.
Variety of materials can also be found on pages of special
interest groups and laboratories, such as Association for
Logic Programming52 and The Computational logic,
Languages, Implementation, and Parallelism Laboratory53.
Most of those information pages and tutorials are mainly
oriented towards Prolog. Also, links to various online
materials for learning Prolog can be found, among other
programming languages, on a GitHub54 page. One of
popular resources is the introductory course Learn Prolog
Now!55 that offers an online book, lecture slides and links
to Prolog tools, manuals and several other resources.

5. CONCLUSION
Research for freely available online materials for logic
programming has shown that the situation is unfavourable
when compared to OOP and programming languages
belonging to multiple paradigms. Within in the scope of
our research, we can conclude the following:

problems of teaching and learning logic programming with
the aim of developing better online resources.
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